September 10, 2019. (A.M.) God the Father says: "To assist you in the changes you need to make in your personal journey in holiness, My Son will impart to you His Apocalyptic Blessing on Monday nights when My Messenger* is able to be present.** This Blessing makes change something to be sought after." (Read Deuteronomy 11:26-28)

* Maureen Sweeney-Kyle.
** During the 7pm ET Ecumenical Prayer Service in the United Hearts Chapel at Maranatha Spring and Shrine.

(P.M.) Maureen says: "Heavenly Father, could you please explain the Apocalyptic Blessing?"

Heavenly Father says: "It is a blessing which prepares the soul for changes as yet untold or experienced in life. It places a desire in the heart to come closer to Me in every way. What is missing in My Call to conversion is the soul's desire to convert. This grace - this blessing - opens the heart to the desire of conversion and to casting off all attitudes, habits or goals which are in the way. While many blessings have been and are offered here, this is the most important one and the core of what My Call to conversion is all about."

Maureen says: "Do you have to be present here to receive it?"

Heavenly Father says: "Just as with My Patriarchal Blessing the greatest benefit is received here on the property and for this Blessing at the Monday night services - but people can send their angels here on Monday nights to receive some portion of the Blessing."

Maureen says: "I am really not happy that it has to come only when I am there present. Could You not give it without me? You don't need me."

Heavenly Father says: "Would you please allow Me to send this Blessing to earth in the manner in which I choose. I do not need to have you present. I am choosing to do it that way."

September 11, 2019. God the Father says:

"Children, this most recent gift of My Apocalyptic Blessing is My attempt to unite all of you in Holy Love. Thus united, you will act with prudence and wisdom in any future circumstance. This Blessing is My powerful attempt to save souls despite the evils of the day. Every choice affects the whole world, for in My Eyes the status of the heart of the world is either salvific or condemning. This is the date of horrific decisions on the part of grossly-misled terrorists who attacked your nation. They believed the falsehood that they were acting in the name of a false god. Thousands of souls were lost that day and, in the days and years to follow, of all those who condoned such behavior. The United Hearts still mourn the act committed that day. Unfortunately, terrorism is still in hearts today. These are times when choices need to be under the influence of My Apocalyptic Blessing. With this Blessing, I hope to draw souls back into the reality of My Godhead over them and the state of their souls before Me." (Read Ephesians 4:1-6)

September 12, 2019. Once again, I (Maureen) see a Great Flame that I have come to know as the Heart of God the Father.

Maureen says: "Papa God, I thought the Apocalypse was something evil. Are you blessing something evil?"

Papa God says: "I am blessing the times of great upheaval and change in a way that allows the souls who receive the (Apocalyptic) Blessing to tolerate change with greater ease. I am not blessing the event of the Apocalypse. It will still occur."

Maureen says: "Can this Blessing be passed down through generations or is this occurring soon?"

Papa God says: "I do not give times and dates. There are many apocalyptic events occurring in the world now, so it is pertinent in the present day. Are you not seeing seasonal changes occurring out of season? Isn't the entire world threatened by terrorism? Because of the great love I have for all of mankind, this is yet another way I choose to prepare and protect each one." (Read Luke 21:25-28)
**September 16, 2019.** God the Father says: "Those who receive My **Apocalyptic Blessing** tonight are going to receive the courage to face change in their own lives and in the world around them. Problems which technology cannot solve will be accepted in the light of prayer. Prayer will become more and more a bastion of strength. Children, do not fear anything, for I am your consolation. The more you recognize this, the more you will be at peace. Be examples of faith to others. Many will seek human reasons for hardships. Such as these are out of touch with the Divine and cannot accept My Will or the necessity for any cross. There are so many to be converted. This Blessing will recharge your hearts with inner-strength. The hope of future courage will be instilled in your hearts as trust." *(Read Psalm 4:3)*

**September 16, 2019 / Monday Service - For the Conversion of the Heart of the World.** God the Father says: "It is I Who have come to grant you many things. The most of what you need will be given to you this evening and everything you need towards your own salvation is yours for the asking. My children, tonight it is My pleasure to impart to you My **Apocalyptic Blessing**."

**September 17, 2019.** The Blessed Virgin Mary says: "God's plans change according to what is in hearts. A good example of this is Abraham and Isaac. *(See Genesis 22.)* The response to the approaching **Apocalyptic Blessing** was growing so much in hearts that Papa God came Himself to impart it."

**September 17, 2019.** God the Father says: "I was pleased with the turnout for the **Apocalyptic Blessing** last night. I know it enacted quite a toll on you, My daughter. For that reason, the **Apocalyptic Blessing** will be offered once a month on Monday nights. The dates will be announced at the beginning of each month. There will be some Monday nights when you (Maureen) will be able to go for a regular prayer service - that will not be announced ahead of time. I do not want people to attend just because you're here, but to come because of love of Me. These times are difficult and ever-changing. The purpose of the **Apocalyptic Blessing** is to help people accept change and difficulties with more ease. Every cross carries with it attendant grace. My Will for each soul adjusts according to what is in the soul's heart. Some suffer for others who do not embrace the Truth. These are My Holy Victims and the Foundation of the Remnant Faithful. The embrace of the Truth is not always popular and easy. My Apocalyptic Blessing gives souls courage to stand for the Truth." *(Read 2 Thessalonians 2:13-15)*

*(September 23, 2019)*